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Imaging technology continues to progress in an explosive

manner, and this book is a compact digest of some of the newer
imaging technologies, specifically as they relate to cancer. As
stated in the preface, the imaging of tumors by radiologie methods
often has not been integrated effectively into clinical radiology.
As a result, the clinical and research accomplishments of this
specialty area have been compromised, and the delineation of
tumor imaging as a unified subject involving all aspects of radio-
logic imaging has been neglected. Identification of tumor imaging
as a viable enterprise within the field of radiologie imaging,
state-of-the-art descriptions of this imaging area, and recom
mendations for research are the purposes of this book. It was an
outgrowth of the strategic plan in radiologie sciences for the Na
tional Cancer Program-Imaging Subcommittee formed in 1977
under the Commission on Cancer of the American College of
Radiology. It was edited by recognized leaders in radiology and
includes twelve chapters on specific topics by experts in those areas.
There are chapters on new technologies, transmission tomography,
ultrasound, nuclear medicine, and vascular and interventional
radiology, as well as chapters on the radiology of head and neck
tumors, chest tumors, gastrointestinal tumors, genitourinary tu
mors, skeletal tumors, childhood tumors, and mammography.

The reviewer is delighted to see a book that recognizes the need
for integration of the radiology of cancer and the stimulation of
education and research in this area. As might be anticipated by
the method of development of this book, there is some lack of
coordination of the material, as well as inclusion of information
that has become dated. The authors intend to provide updates and
revisions. My opinion of the degree and breadth of value of this text
increased as I read it. The projections for the future and recom
mendations for research may be of value to administrators of re
search grants and some investigators but are probably not the best
justification for publication of the book. The excellent topical re
views, references, and points of guidance are of greater and broader
interest. The chapters include "pearls" that reflect the experience

and astute observations of these experts.
The chapter on transmission tomography provides the per

spective that the greatest contribution of this technology may
ultimately prove to be its "beginning of the era of computer data
processing and soft copy formatting of images." The chapter on

ultrasound is an excellent review of the physical principles and the
past, present, and future directions of this modality. In the chapter
on interventional radiology some interesting preliminary data are
given on Page 53 relative to the results of embolization in patients
with renal cancer. It also pointed out that angiography is limited
to detection of tumors of approximately 2 cm in size, unless they
arc very vascular. There are other practical pieces of information:
(I) the current inability of CT to detect tumors of the brain under
1cm, in size; (2) the average primary lung cancer has gone through
approximately three-quarters of its life cycle before detection; (3)
a table of 5-yr survival rates in gastrointestinal cancers (which is
abysmally poor); (4) recognition of the ineffectiveness of intrav-
eneous contrast studies in the diagnosis of tumors of the biliary

tract because of the associated icterus, etc. The authors of the
chapter on gastrointestinal tumors reached the conclusion that
current imaging techniques are not adequate for screening or early
detection of most gastrointestinal cancers and that either funda
mental improvements in imaging techniques or availability of some
other modality for patient selection is necessary. Other forthright
statements include:

( I ) Evaluation of the local extent of tcsticular tumors is gen
erally made at the time of orchiectomy. Radiologie imaging in this
context appears unnecessary.

(2) ... lymphography probably requires mÃ©tastasesin the order
of five mm or more before it can convincingly display them ....

(3) CT and ultrasonography .. . can demonstrate nodes that
are completely replaced by neoplasm. However,... depend upon
... an increase in lymph node size, so that, in theory, more false-
negative studies will be recorded by CT than by lymphography.

(4) ... arteriography has not been useful in providing infor
mation as to whether tumors are benign or malignant or in deter
mining histologie type. It seems likely that computerized tomog
raphy will ultimately prove more valuable in evaluating the ex
tension of tumor into soft tissue, particularly in the axial skeleton.
(These comments relate to bone tumors, and the statement relative
to CT reflects how quickly information of this type becomes
outdated.)

(5) Technetium-99m phosphate scans are essential in the pri
mary evaluation of malignant tumors of bone for determining the
presence of additional sites of involvement.

Statements of this pragmatic nature are rarely accepted uni
versally. Yet, in general, the authors have carefully provided ref
erences, which may prove to be the most valuable aspect of this
publication. There are, however, occasional dogmatic statements
made without adequate support. For example, the statement is
made that "Too often children are subjected to imaging procedures
that will not influence their management." While this statement

may be true generally or it may be the experience of the authors,
no supporting documentation was provided.

The need for comparative studies of the efficacy of various
available modalities was a conclusion reached in almost every in
stance. Studies of this type present difficulties. Because of their
inherently controversial nature and directive aspects in this era of
increasing efforts to control health care costs, extremely careful
study design and prolonged intervals of patient observation are
required. Yet, the current rate of technological evolution is suffi
ciently rapid as to rob the ultimate conclusions of current appli
cability. It would seem appropriate that sources of third-party
health care payment, rather than major research agencies, could
and should support well-designed, but less exhaustive, studies of
this type in their effort to control costs while preserving quality
health care. There is probably no more appropriate area for these
kinds of studies than the investigation of the patient with
cancer.

While this text will not completely satisfy anyone, it has some
thing for everyone, and can be recommended for those interested
in the diagnostic evaluation of patients with cancer.
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